Syllabus is so easy now
Learn in an easy-to-understand manner
E-LEARNING: ANYWHERE ANYTIME

**Mobile. Micro. Social. Personalized.**
Paatham offers a simple, and easy learning experience for students an experience designed to increase adoption, engagement and effectiveness. With Paatham students can access learning anytime, anywhere and you can deliver targeted academic programs just the way they want them right at the time of need.

**Single-sign On & Integration**
Paatham helps you take classes to next level without having to manage more than one system. Paatham integrates seamlessly with your existing tools. And since it’s a single platform that’s easy to adopt, teachers and students need less time training to use it.

**Virtual Classrooms**
Extend your instructors reach with virtual lessons that can be accessed anywhere anytime through Paatham.

**Online and Self-Paced**
Put learning into the hands of your students when they need it or when they can fit it into their day. Whether it’s a bite of micro-learning or a longer, multi-part course, Paatham makes it easy for you to offer content that your students can consume on their schedule. Your young learners can launch inline content for a seamless, online experience with no plug-ins or popups.
E-LEARNING: EASY & ENRICHING

From formal to informal. Video to virtual. Paatham's offers learning programs - with industry leading extensibility and flexibility, and a complete set of integrated learning capabilities, you can build learning programs that suit your culture, and evolve as your needs change and your students community matures.

Video

Quickly create and import inline videos to offer on their own or track as part of a class. Free internet videos and materials can be bundled with tests to assess students knowledge retention, or added for simple, as-needed reference.

Informal and Collaborative

Students learn by asking and answering questions, sharing experiences, and referencing resources as they need them. Every time they search the web for an answer or ask a colleague a question, you’re engaging in collaborative or social...
PRACTICE MAKES A MAN PERFECT

- Schedule Quick Quizzes - the way you want - every chapter, every week, every month
- Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) are easy to set up and easy to deliver

PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS

When it comes to performance insights, Paatham is the smartest platform on the planet. From performance reporting to benchmarking, our out-of-the-box dashboards and advanced reporting capabilities help you track and analyze all learning happening across the institution, and gain a clear line of sight into how your learning initiatives are impacting institutional success.

- **Progress Reports**
  Regular progress reports to the parent on attendance and tests

- **Dedicated Academic Manager**
  A dedicated person can be provided for academic & non-academic trouble shooting

- **Parent Teacher Meeting**
  Quarterly PTM between teachers and parents are replaced by constant interactions with students and parents

- **Replays of Sessions**
  Parents can attend sessions or view replays anytime with 100% visibility
Paatham empowers students to work in their own way and at their own pace, with all the resources they need wherever or whenever they want them.

- **Attendance**: Take attendance in seconds
- **Scheduling**: View student and own schedule for any making period
- **Gradebook**: Create assignments, give Grades marks, final grades for report cards
- **Parent Info**: Look up parent/guardian information of associated students
- **Student Info**: Look up student information in depth
- **School Info**: View school information
- **Calendar**: View school events and assignments
- **Messaging**: View students, parents, and student staff

Contact:

+91-91.1097.8060  
info@paatham.in  
www.paatham.in
PARTICIPATE IN YOUR CHILD'S LEARNING JOURNEY

- Ask your child to take free tests online and assess their knowledge
- Stay up-to-date with your child's progress

As sponsors of your child's education parents must play important roles

- Access Child's performance reports
- Browse Child's Course Curriculums
- Communicate with course instructors and principal
- Compare Child against rest of the class
- Track Child's improvement

Engaged in their child's learning journey

Teachers can choose which tasks or learning resources they want to share and give parents the tools they need to support their child's learning. Parents can see the progress their child is making, without needing to wait until parents’ evening.

Effortlessly interact with the school

Paatham is parents' go-to place for school trip forms feedback surveys and suggestions, fast-tracking any school-parent engagement.

Receive school notices and announcements

Crumpled letters in the bottom of schoolbags are a thing of the past. With Paatham teachers and schools know that they are getting important information to parents. Teachers and schools are in control of what gets shared.
DIGITAL INDIA: GREEN INDIA

Paatham provides impetus to the Digital India vision and aims to enrich capabilities of various Governments by providing them platform to make digital learning content accessible.

No Hardware to Buy. No Software to Pay for.

- Platform Independent
- 100% web based browser agnostic solution
- Access from desktop, mobile or tablet

Security first! Always!!

Cloud based system not only with unlimited cloud storage but also with robust safety & security features to protect all your confidential data and documents

Online payment

We've partnered with one of the world's largest online payment services that lets your learners pay fees and join your courses online.
Making Education System Better

Deliver courses online, track results and scale

Quickly upload or develop your content on our platform, add exams, pass marks, surveys and issue credits or certificates.

Personalized Teaching
Adaptive paths to serve individual learning needs.

Individual One-to-One Doubts
One-to-one sessions between the teacher and Students

No Travel Time
Convenient, secure and no wastage of time in travel.

Recordings and Notes
Recordings of every session available for revision. Useful if student misses a class.

Module

- E-learning
- E-Test (Subject based)
- Reports & Analytics
- Study Material
- School Management System
- Learning Management
- Multi Language
- Parent Desk
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